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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
1.1 This report updates on housing services performance data for the year ending 

31/3/17. 
 

1.2 It also provides a brief summary of the considerable work that has been 
undertaken in the past year, looking at key areas of the service and how they 
currently perform, and how we focus on the right things going forward to drive 
both performance improvement and resident satisfaction.  

 
2. RECOMMENDATIONS 

 
2.1 PAC is invited to comment on the report and comment on the work underway 

to improve performance and satisfaction. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3. HOUSING SERVICES PERFORMANCE INDICATORS 



 
3.1 Performance on each indicator against target is marked as follows: 
 

Green Target met 

Amber Within tolerance 

Red Outside tolerance: action plan to ensure improvement in 
place and being monitored  

Grey No target, just monitored 

 
3.2 The key performance indicators for Housing and Property Services for the 

year to 31st March 2017 were: 
 

Indicator Target 
Actual Year 
ended 31st 
March 2017 

Reported 
to 

Housing 
resident 

meetings? 

Housing Solutions    

Number of families in B&B with 
Children 

0 0 
No 

Number of permanent lettings 
to social housing 

700 635 
No 

% of lettings to households 
making a community 
contribution 

30% 45.74% 
No 

Financial Management    

% of rent collected for Council 
Homes (excluding current 
arrears) 

98% 99.09% 
Yes 

Former tenant arrears as a % 
of rent due for Council 
Homes(excluding voids) 

1.6% 1.39% 
No 

Properties recovered - Fraud 48 17 Yes 

Property Management    

% Properties with a valid gas 
certificate not in legal process1 

100% 100% 
Yes 

% appointments kept by the 
repairs contractor 

98% 98.04% 
Yes 

% repairs right first time 90% 91.95% Yes 
% of all repairs (priority 2-5) 
completed on time 

96% 94.64% 
Yes 

Number of days taken to re-let 
empty properties2 

25 days 27.4 days 

Yes: as 
North, 

South & 
Sheltered 

Community    

                                            
1
 There were 3 properties which were in the legal process as we were unable to gain access to carry 
out testing.  

2
 Excludes properties having major repairs carried out 



Indicator Target 
Actual Year 
ended 31st 
March 2017 

Reported 
to 

Housing 
resident 

meetings? 

Antisocial behaviour cases in 
the year 

N/A 213 
 

Caretaking Quality Inspections: 
average score 91% 83% 

Yes: as 
North & 
South 

Estate inspection reports 
published on time 

100% 97.73% 
Yes 

Customer Service    

% Complaints responded to 
one time 

80% 89.76% 
Yes 

% Complaints upheld N/A 68.3% Yes 
Repairs Raveometer score N/A 77.16% Yes 

 
3.3 Number of permanent lettings to social housing: This is lower than 

expected because of a reduction in the number of existing tenants giving up 
their tenancies. This reflects the current trend across London. This reduction 
in homes available to be let inevitably results in increased pressure on 
General Fund costs as it pushes up the need for temporary accommodation. 

 
3.4 Properties recovered: fraud: Following difficulties in recruitment, Housing 

Services were without a dedicated Tenancy Fraud Investigation Officer from 
January 2016 to April 2016 and from January 2017 up to now. Housing 
Officers made referrals to Corporate fraud during these periods. 

 
3.5 We have agreed that the Tenancy Fraud Investigation Officer position is 

moved into the Corporate Fraud team as Housing will then benefit from 
increased fraud knowledge and extra resources as Corporate Fraud agreed 
to provide a dedicated Officer to work with the North Area Office and one to 
work with the South Area Office – we expect recoveries to increase once 
these officers are in place and will review the arrangement at 6 months. This 
decision is to rectify underperformance reported. Corporate Fraud have 
recruited to one of these positions so far and are working with the Area 
Offices to develop good working practices to boost recoveries. 

 
3.6 Caretaking quality inspections and estate inspection reports: We have 

a programme of deep cleaning at each site currently underway. We will then 
seek to maintain standards by rigorous contract management and 
operational monitoring, changes to the contract management team have 
been put in place to achieve this.  We will also be working with Pinnacle to 
improve how we manage re-cycling and bulky waste, and will drive up 
performance through training, greater use of cleaning technology, and the 
integration of our IT and operational systems. 

 
3.7 % of priority 2-5 repairs completed on time: This is just outside of target 

at 94.64%. The current review of the mitie contract has, among other things, 



focused on how to prevent bottlenecks in processes happening which cause 
delays.  

 
3.8 Average number of days taken to re-let empty properties: This consists 

of: 
 

 General Needs North of Borough 24.72 days 

 General Needs South of Borough 31.14 days 

 Sheltered Housing  32.52 days 
 
Sheltered Housing has always historically taken longer to re-let. We are 
working with our Housing Management contractors for the South of the 
Borough, Pinnacle, to improve the voids turnaround in that area. 

 
4. SERVICE REVIEWS: LOOKING AT PERFORMANCE AND 

SATISFACTION 
 
4.1 Several reviews have been undertaken this year, to help drive performance, 

and ensure that we are measuring and targeting the right things. 
 
4.2 New tenant sign up process 
 
4.2.1 We have undertaken a review of our lettings process, looking at the 

customer experience. This has involved undertaking focus groups of 
residents with recent experience of the process, and officers, to identify how 
we can improve this process and make it more customer oriented. The 
review has resulted in: 

 

 Better communication – ensuring what we supply to residents is helpful 
for them and reflects their information needs 

 Making the sign up meeting less bureaucratic and onerous, to enable 
more time to be spent developing a relationship with the new tenant 

 A new tenant survey for them to complete a few weeks after moving in, 
so we have better feedback about their experience of the process 

 
4.3 Repairs service review 
 
4.3.1 As part of this review, we have identified some key changes in how we drive 

performance improvement, and we are agreeing some Key Performance 
Indicators for the planned and capital works programme, including resident 
satisfaction. These performance indicators have been absent since the 
contract was let in 2013. 

 
 
4.3.2 With our repairs contractor, we have piloted a new customer insight tool (Rant 

N Rave), which provides both real time data to enable prompt issue resolution 
where something is going wrong, and better and useful feedback about the 
customer experience, using a ‘sentiment score’. The sentiment score is 
generated using some complex algorithms linked to text feedback from 
residents. 



 
4.3.3 This move away from a more traditional, sample survey approach has been 

very helpful and the information can be used to drive improvements. We reach 
far more customers this way than a traditional survey. 

 
4.3.4 In March 2017 it had been nearly ten months since go live. In that time, we’d 

had over 6,300 items of feedback we can use to learn about how we are doing 
and how we can improve. Of these:  

 

 5,000 of these were given a score of 3 to 5 out of 5 (80%) 

 The average customer score was 4.04 out of 5 

 The raveometer score in section 3 of this report is calculated as the 
number of residents scoring the overall service between a 3 and 5 on a 
scale of 1 to 5 in March 2017 only 

 
4.3.5 Some changes have already been made because of the feedback 

 

 MITIE now use a supply chain partner that offer 24 hour service and 
faster turnaround for TV aerials 

 We use the feedback as part of the investigation and lessons learned 
process for complaints, we can also resolve some situations before a 
formal complaint is made 

 Job numbers will soon be included in all messages so residents know 
which repair to provide feedback on  

 
4.3.6 Further improvements to improve customer experience are currently being 

developed, to be brought on line later this year. 
 

4.4 Better Letters programme 
 
4.4.1 As part of improving our communication to residents, all staff have received 

training on writing ‘Better Letters’. As part of this process, we have reviewed 
existing standard letters, to make them more customer oriented, and improve 
the quality of communication. 

 
4.5 Communications Working Group and Repairs Working Group 
 
4.5.1 Both of these residents groups have played a vital role in helping us deliver 

our review of the repairs service, and continue to be an integral part of 
ensuring that any changes are aligned with what residents expect from the 
service. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
5. BACKGROUND PAPERS USED IN PREPARING THIS REPORT 

 



 
No. 

 

Description of 
Background Papers 

 
Name/Ext  of 

holder of file/copy 

 

 
Department/ 

Location 

1. Housing and 
Regeneration Department 
scorecard 

Kathleen Corbett 
Ext 3031 

Housing and 
Regeneration 
Department, 3rd Floor 
Town Hall Extension, 
King Street 

2 Residents Performance 
Scorecard 

Daniel Miller 
Ext 6996 

Housing and 
Regeneration 
Department, 3rd Floor 
Town Hall Extension, 
King Street 

 


